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Abstract The present paper considers a system in which components stochastical1y deteriorate with age. When the 

component fails, it is repaired with a specified repair time distribution or left as it is until the next planned replacement 

opportunity. As a result of this action, an idle time occurs and the cost is incurred during the idle time. The optimal 

policy which minimizes the total expected cost is derived and the critical point in time to distinguish the above two 

actions is found by the method of dynamic programming. Some simple examples are discussed to illustrate our model. 

1. Introduction 

Components of a given system operate for a time and then fail. A pre

ventive maintenance or replacement is worthwhile in reducing the cost of ope

rating a stochastically failing equipment. Since Barlow and Proschan[2] pre

sented a fundamental work on an age replacement policy, much effort has been 

devoted to this field. The age replacelnent policy is the one in which a 

component is replaced at failure or at a specified age, whichever occurs 

first. Recent advances in optimal cont:rol theory led to modelling of this 

problem as a control problem and application of dynamic programming to obtain 

optimal maintenance policies. Bellman[4] gave a functional equation for the 

replacement ~roblem in the discrete cas-e. Descamps[9] and Beckman[3] provid

ed a continuous version to Bellman's problem and successfully solved the 

functional equation. Sivazlian[lO] derived the expression for the long-run 

total expected discounted cost in replacement problems incorparating the 

downtime effe·ct associated with the repair state of the failed component. 

The principal disadvantage of this policy is its complexity since it is 

necessary to keep detailed records about times of failures or ages of com-
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170 Y. Tabata 

ponents. 

Campbell(5] discussed the comparative of replacing a number of street 

lamps either all at once or as they failed. This problem is concerned with 

the so-called block replac:ement or constant interval policy. Under the 

constant interval policy 1;he component is replaced at times kT ( k = l, 2, . 

.. ), and at failure. The principal disadvantage of this policy is its 

wastefulness since we may replace practically new components at the pre

scribed point in time. Barlow and Hunter(l] introduced the notion of period

ic replacement with minimal repair for any intervening failures. Cox[6] 

considered the model that if the component fails close to the time of the 

scheduled block replacement, we do not replace until the next planned re

placement time. As a restut of this policy, an idle time occurs and a cost 

is incurred due to the failed component remaining idle. A model along these 

lines for a replacement problem has been described by Crookes[7] and Woodman 

(11] • 

In the present paper, we consider a modified constant interval replace

ment policy with repair and idle time. A critical point in time to repair or 

to leave the failed component as it is, is derived by dynamic programming. 

Some simple examples are d.iscussed to illustrate our model and the optimal 

time below which idle time should be incurred is determined. 

2. Model and Formulation 

Consider a system in which components stochastically deteriorate with 

age, that is, continuously components are subject to failure. When the com

ponent fails it is repaired with a specified repair time distribution or left 

as it is until the planned replacement point. As a result the system will be 

idle for a certain time. The opportunity cost is incurred during the idle 

time. Our problem is to find the optimal selection of these two actions in 

order to minimize the total expected cost and to derive the critical point in 

time to repair or to leave the failed component as it is. 

Concentrating on our model, we define the following notations: 

R(t) = distribution function of repair time 

K = fixed cost of making a repair service 

C cost associated with each unit of idle time 

A(X)~ = probability that the component aged x fails between x and x + L~ 

U(x~ y) = the expected cost up to the next planned replacement when there is 

still a time x to go, the component aged y is in the state of fail

ure, and an opti:nal policy is followed 
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A Note on Idle Time Policy with Repair 171 

V(x, y) = the expected cost up to the next planned replacement when there is 

still a time x to go, the component aged y is in the operable state, 

and an optimal policy is follmTed 

Consider the situation in which the component aged y is failed when there 

is still a time x to go. Let us attempt to formulate the principle of optima

lity by comparing the system at two closely spaced remaining times x and x-~. 

If the idle time policy is chosen at;::, the cost e~ is incurred, the system 

aged y is still in the state of failure and the remaining time becomes x-l:!.x. 
If the action of repair is chosen at x, either the system turns out to be an 

operable state or the repair service doeil not finish until the next planned 

replacement. Note that the fixed cost K and the cost et are incurred during 

the repair service, where t is a repair ·~ime subject to the distribution R(t). 

Using the Principle of Optimality, l.e have the following functional eq

uation for small time interval ~: 

e~ + U(x-~, y) 

u(x, y) 

K + S~ { et + V(x-t, A) }dR(t) + ex S: dR(t) 

The first term in the bracket represents the cost of idle time and the second 

one the cost of repair service. When the repair service is over, the age of 

component is A, a given value which may :10t exceed the component age prior to 

failure. It is noted that the case of A = Y corresponds to minimal repair and 

the case of A = 0 major repair. For simplicity, we assume that the effect of 

repair is to set the component back into operation without affecting its age. 

For this case A = y. 

If x is small enough, it is clear that the first alternative is prefer

able. Thus, 

u(x, y) = e~~ + U(x-~, y). 

Letting ~ approach zero, the following equation is obtained: 

Cl U(x, y) 

Cl x 

Considering the boundary condition that 

U(O, y) = 0, 

the solution for equation (2) is as follows: 

U(x, y) = e x 

e 

On the other hand, for V(x, y) we have the following relation: 
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V(x, y) = A(y)/::'y U(X-/::'y, y) + { 1 - A(y)/::'y } V(X-/::'y, Y+/::'y) 
(4) 

V(O, y) 0 

Using the Taylor expansion and equation (3), we have the quasi-linear partial 

differential equation. 

oV(x, y) 

ox 

oV(x, y) 

oy 
A(y) { Cx - V(x, y)} 

The solution for this equation is given by 

V(x, y) 
- rgA(x+y-EJdE;; S(; (x+y-E;;)dE;; 

e [ I~ A(X+y-r;) Cr;e 0 dr; ] 

C 
f~ ~f(x+y-E;;)d~ = ------

1 - p(y) 

where F(·) and f( .) are the failure distribution and its density, respecti ve

ly. 

Therefore, the functional equation (1) for U(x, y) can be written as 

(6) U(x, y) = Cx + min[ 0; K - CxR(x) + I~ { Ct + V(x-t, y)} dR(t)] 

where V(x, y) is given by equation (5). 

It should be noted that equation (6) is valid for the preferential region of 

idle time. Thus, the critical value of x, for which a repair action should be 

made, is obtained by setting the second term in the bracket equal to zero and 

finding its minimum positive root. The existence of such a root is shown as 

fOIlows: Let 

Gy(x) K - CxR(x) + J~ { Ct + V(x-t, y) } dR(t) 

C 

1 - F(y) 
[f~ R(t)dt + I~I~+y-t F(~)d~dR(t)]. K - CxR(x) -

It is clear that for each y > 0, 

G (0) = K > 0 and G (00) = -00 < O. 
Y Y 

Thus, there exists at least one root x which satisfies G (x) = 0, since G (x) 
y Y 

is a continuous function :)f x for each fixed y. Note that x(y)* = inf{ x; 

G (x) = O} represents the critical value for which a repair action ShOllld be 
y 

made. It is intuitively clear, and can be easily demonstrated, that the 

optimal region is provided by the simple form as 
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{
idle 

repair 

for 

for 

o < x < x(y)* 

.2:>x(y)*. 
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This can be verified as follows: Suppose that the optimal region is chara.ct

erized by two different critical curves .z:(y)* and x(y)** ( 0 < x(y)* < x(y)**) 

as shown in the figure. 

y 

f--- x(y)* <-.... x(y )** 
.------~--- ---e 

idle I repair I idle 

o x 

If the component aged y fails at ~ > x**, the idle time policy is preferent

ial. The age of component remains as it was y and the system is still in the 

state of failure until the next planned :replacement point O. After the lapse 

of ~ - T) ( where x* < T) < x** ) under the idle time policy, the remaining time 

to the next planned replacement is given by T). At time T), the component aged 

y is still in the state of failure and t;1e idle time policy has been employed 

ever since. On the other hand, for the :remaining time T) it is clear that the 

repair action should be made for any failed component aged y. This is a con

tradiction since both actions are prefer,:!ntial for all T) and y. Thus, it is 

shown that the repair action should be employed for any x > x(y)*. Note that 

the critical point depends generally on the age of component y when we consi

der the constant interval policy with idle time and repair. The principal 

advantage of constant interval policy is vanished. 

In the general theory of maintenance it is shown how equation (6) may be 

solved in practical cases. In the next :3ection we shall discuss some simple 

examples. 

3. Simple Examples 

(1) General Failure Distribution and Ne'~ligible Repair Time 

One of the simplest examples for our problem is found in the case when 

the failure distribution is arbitrary and the repair time is instantaneous. 

In this case equation (6) is written as 

U(x, y) = ex + min[ 0; K - ex + 7(x, y) ] 

= ex + min[ 0; K - ex + C{ I~ f,f(x+y-f,)df,} / ( 1 - F(y) ) ]. 
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In the following, it is assumed that the repair is maximal. This assmnption 

implies that the repair action is equivalent to replace the failed component 

with a new one. Thus, we can put A = Y = 0 and the above equation is reduced 

to 

u(x, y) = Cx + min[ 0; K - C f~ ( 1 - p(t) )dt 

K 
Cx + C min[ 0; 

C 

where m is the mean time to failure and the transform Tp(X) is defined as 

Tp(X) = f: ( t - x )dF(t). 

As was shown in DeGroot[8] , the transform Tp(X) is a nonnegative convex and 

strictly decreasing function of x. Thus, the only condition necessary to 

ensure the existence of idle time is 

K 

C 
< m 

The result derived in this example is exactly the same one as was sho~1 in 

Woodman[ll]. Under the condition that K/C < m, the unique critical value x* 

satisfies the following equation: 

The solution of this equation will be found by a numerical method. The fact 

mentioned above specified the optimal replacement policy as follows: 

J idle 

1 repair 

(2) Gamma Type Failure Distribution 

for 0 S x < x* 

for x ~ x*. 

Consider a Gamma type failure distribution 

f(x) = 
(k-l) ! 

Then equation (5) can be denoted as 

v(X, y) 

-Aa: k-l e x ( x ~ 0 ). 
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A Note on Idle Time Policy with Repair 175 

It is difficuJ.t to carry out the operation of integral explicitly except for 

k = 1 and k = 2. 

For k = ~), we have 

C -AX 2 2 
V(x, y) Cx + { e ( x + y +- ) - ( y +- )} 

Ay + 1 A A 

and 

U(x, y) Cx + mine 0; K + 

For k = 1, the failure distribution is reduced to an exponential distri

bution and we have 

Thus, 

v(x. y) 
C 

A 
-Ax ( AX + e - 1 ). 

. -Ax IX At ( U(x, y) = Cx + IDln[ 0; K - Ce 0 e R t)dt ]. 

From this relationship, it is noted that the critical value x* is given by 

the solution of 

K 

Cm 
f(x) * R(x). 

where the symbol * denotes the convolution integral. In addition to the 

assumption that the failure distribution is exponential, we suppose that the 

repair time is subject to an exponential distribution R(t) = 1 - exp(-llt) and 

ll/A = P > 1. Then the above relation cen be rewritten as 

U(x, y) = Cx + mine 0; K + 
Cll C 

A 

Setting the second term in the bracket equal to zero, the condition for the 

existence of eritical point x* is given by C > KA. To explore the critical 

point in detail, let us consider the following equation, 

zP - pz = ( 1 - P )( 1 - KA/C ), 

where exp(-"Ax) = z. 
It is noted that the critical point x* is the minimum positive root of this 

equation. Fo:r various values of parameters K/C and p, the root of this equa

tion will be found by a numerical method. Table 1 provides the critical 

values and they are sketched in Fig. 1. 
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.~ 
1/2 1/3 1/10 

0 00 00 00 

1 1.6780 1.0987 0.5290 

2 1. 2279 0.8612 0.3769 

3 1.0498 0.7302 0.3146 

4 0.9623 0.6577 0.2784 

5 0.9088 0.6112 0.2523 

6 0.8728 0.5786 0.2345 

7 0.8440 0.5542 0.2206 

8 0.8260 0.5361 0.2095 

9 0.8077 0.5215 0.2004 

10 0.7983 0.5097 0.1924 
100 0.7032 0.5155 0.1l54 

00 0.6988 0.4050 0.1050 

Table 1 

x* 

~ 

1.0 \ 
K/C=1/3 

K/C=1/10 

0.5 

~ __________ -i ____________ ~ ____________ ~ _____ -+ 

o 5 10 15 p 

( Fig. 1 ) 
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Especially, we can easily obtain the analytical forms of this value x* for 

two extreme cases j.J = 00 and j.J = O. 

177 

The assumption of j.J = 00 shows a negligible repair time. Thus, the above 

equation is expressed as 

U(x, y) I ,-AX] 
Cx + --- min[ 0; KA + Ce - C • 

A 

Since the second term in the bracket is a decreasing function of x, there 

exists the unique value x* = (-I/A)log(C-KA)/C if KA < C as is explained in 

Fig. 2. 

I 

o x* 

l-KA/C 
! 

( Fig. 2 ) 

x 

On the other hand, we consider the case of j.J = O. This means that the 

repair action never finishes in the finite horizon. Then we have 

U(x, y) = Cx + min[ 0; K ] = Cx. 

The result shows that the optimal polic:r is to be always idle for any x. 

As the last example of repair time, we consider it as constant in time D. 

The distribution function R(x) is written as 

o for 0 $ x < D 
R(x) = 

I for x ~ D 

Accordingly we have 

U(x, y) = "" + min [ 0; 

K for 0 $ x 

< D J C C -A(x-D) 
K - + -- e for x ~ D 

A A 
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ex + 1 
min[ 0; K -

o 

e e ->.(x-V) 
-+ -e 
A A 

for 0 :'> x < V 

for x <!: V 

This equation and the following Fig. 3 show that the optimal policy is des

cribed as follows: 

(i) e > AK 

idle 

repair 

where x* is given by 

x* V -

(ii) e:'> AK 

for 0 :'> x < x* 

for x <!: x* ( > V ) 

1 e - AK 
Zog(--

e 

idle for all x 

since the second term is positive for all x. 

1 

o x* 

( Fig. 3 ) 

(3) linear Failure Distribution 
Under a straight line reliability function 

St o :'> t :'> l/S 
F( t) 

1 t <!: l/S 

the failure rate is given by 

x 

A(t) = S/ ( 1 - St ) ( 0 :'> t :'> l/S ). 
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To derive an explicit expression of V(x, y) and U(x3 y), we consider the 

following three cases: 

Case (i) x + y ~ liB 

V(x, y) = 
c J ~+y ( x + y - E, ) B dE, 

1 - By 

and 

U(x, y) Cx + min[ 0; K - CxR(x) + J~{ Ct + 

2{ 1 - By 

C8(X-t)2 
---} dR(t) ]. 

2(l-8y) 

179 

Note that the condition x + y ~ 1/8 suggests that the time remaining until 

the next planned replacement is short and the component is in the nearly new 

state. 

Case (ii) x + y ~ liB and y ~ liB 

This case means that the time remaining is long enough and the component is 

nearly new. Then we have 

C 1 1 
V(x, y) - J ~/ 8 ( x + y - E, ) B dE, C{ x + - ( y - )} 

1 -By 2 B 

and 

U(x, y) 
C 1 

Cx + min[ 0; K + -R(x)( y -
2 B 

If we assume that the repair service is not finished instantaneously, thEm 

the above expression is reduced to 

C 1 
U(x, y) Cx + min[ 0; K + - R(x)( y - ) ] . 

2 B 

Case (iii) y ~ liB 

It is clear that V(x, y) = 00. It follows that the optimal action should be 

always idle flince the component aged y (~ liB ) fails with probability 1.. 

To study the optimal policy in detail, we specify the distribution of 

repair time R(t) as follows: 

(A) Exponential Distribution R(t) 
-)It 

1 - e 

From the results of three cases mentior.ed above, it follows that 
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veX, y) Cx + 

min[ 0; K - Cx + 

Y. Tabata 

C 

11 
( 1 _ e-fJX ) + 

C8 

1 - 8y 

1 e-fJX 

+ 7 -]:T )] 

min[ 0; K + 

o 

C 

2 
( 1 -

-\.IX e 
1 

)(y--)] 
8 

X2 X 

2 11 

for x + y ~ 1/8 

for x + y 2': 1/8 
and y ~ 1/8 

for y 2': 1/8 

It is clear that the critical point x* depends on X and y. We can find the 

critical point by the numerical calculation. The shaded portion in Fig. 4 
illustrates the preferentjal region of repair service for liS = 5, fJ = 1 and 

K/C = 1/3. Using Fig. 4, we can find the critical point for all pair (x, y). 

y 

5 

4.3333 

o 

I 

I 

I 

/' 
/ I 

/ 

X 0.94 

1/8 5, \l 1, K/C 1/3 

1.034 

( Fig. 4 ) 
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(B) Straight Line Repair Time Distribution 

Let R(t) be a linear function as 

R( t) = t at o $ t $ 1/0. 

1 t :<: 1/0. 

To avoid unne,~essary complications, we assume that a :<: B. Then we have the 

following res'lit: 

min[ 0; K 
C 

2 
ax 2 + 

6( 1 - By ) 

181 

for x + y $ liB and 0 $ x $ 1/0. 

c CB 
----- ( x 2 _ x/a + 1/3:).2)] 
2( 1 - By ) 

min[ 0; K - Cx + -- + 
2ct 

for x + y $ liB and 1/0. $ ,x 

U(x, y) = Cx t min[ 0; K + 
Ca 

2 
x( y - liB )] 

for x + y :<: liB, y $ liB and x :<: 1/0. 

C 
min[ 0; K+-( 

2 
y - liB )] 

for x + y :<: liB, y $ liB and x :<: 1/0. 

o for y :<: liB 

The shaded portion in Fig. 5 shows a preferential region of repair service 

for this example. 

4. Conclusion 

The present paper is concerned with a constant interval policy with 

repair and idle time. An optimal polic;r and a critical point in time to 

repair or to leave the failed component as it is are found by the method of 

dynamic programming. We show that the optimal policy depends not only on the 

time until the next planned replacement point but on the component age. The 

advantage of ordinary constant interval policy that is unnecessary to keep 

detailed records about age of component vanishes for our model with repair 

and idle time. It is difficult in gene:ral to obtain an explicit form of opti

mal policy for any distribution of fail1.u-e and repair. A numerical calcula

tion presents a solution to this diffic'ilt problem. For some simple examples, 
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convenient figures which specify the critical point and the preferential 

region of repair action are presented. The results will be useful to solve 

the practical problems. 
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